24
GC-content, percent similarity to a second hit on the genetic background, and the count of potential 25 seeds. It orders the hits based on their uniqueness (up to 50% green, 50-70% yellow, >70% orange)
26
followed by the number of potential seeds. To proceed with primer design, a spacer sequence needs 27 to be selected by the user. 
40
This sequence is then compared with the genetic background via nucleotide BLAST. In the case 41 where a second 100% hit is determined, the primer sequence is discarded. If not, the melting 42 temperature on the second-best hit is verified. In the case where it is ≥40 °C, the primer is discarded 43 and a new round is initiated one base closer to the flank border until a sequence fits the mentioned 44 requirements or the minimum flank size is violated, in which case CutSPR requests new input. 
